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his father in the biographical sketch devoted to him—a
tribute all the more pious and valuable for being frank—
and if he describes his outbursts of temper, his occasional
gross rudenesses, his forgetfulness of the feelings of others,
he succeeds nevertheless in creating the image of a warm-
hearted, nbble and impulsive nature, loyal to friends,
solicitious to those in illness, sympathetic and helpful to
his tenantry. The real defect was that the mind was too
acute and the feelings hypersensitive. If only the world
were not so stupid! If only it could be peopled by William
Edens!—all, it was assumed, would be well. Unfortunately
when he did once encounter his equal, both in intellect and
character, the result was disastrous, as the well-known
quarrel with Whisder shows.
One might well feel proud in later life of a parent who
had stood up to Whistler; but to his children he must have
remained incomprehensible and distant in spirit. It is true
he taught his children many things, and well; but it was,
one suspects, rather in the manner of the gymnastics in-
structor.
Lady Eden looks out at us from the canvas of Herkomer
and from the water-colour by her husband—the Whistler
portrait being tragically destroyed—and in the grace and
serenity of attitude one is tempted to read a greater
strength of character than one usually attributes to the
beautiful sitters to fashionable artists.
There is a hint here of that quiet tenacity characteristic
of the family of Grey, which marked so successfully the
political career of Lord Grey of the Reform Bill, her great-
uncle, and—is it fanciful to suppose?—of that later Grey
who was her son's predecessor at the Foreign Office.
Her father was Sir William Grey, K.C.SJ., who had
been in turn Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal and Governor
of Jamaica. He was the fourth son of Edward Grey the
Right Reverend the Bishop of Hereford, who was the fifth
son of the first Earl Grey, brother of the statesman of

